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BY THE COLWPTRBLLER GENERAL 
QFTHE UNITEDSTATES 

Federa! Short Takeoff And 
Landing Transport Progranw- 
Status And Needs 
Department Qf Transpqrtation 
Natisnal Aeronautics an% Space Administration 
Department of Defense 

The 1971 civil aviation research and develop- 
ment policy study concluded that a new 
short-haul air transportation system empioy- 
ing shon takeoff and landing aircraft was 
needed. 

The multiagency effort to define elements for 
the new system was discontinued in 1974. 

Although weral agencies are continuing to 
develop short takeoff and landing aircraft 
technology, the Department of Transporta- 
tion is supporting continued improvement of 
rail transportation and better use of existing 
air transportation facilities as preferred solu- 
tions to short-haul transportation proL ‘ems. 

The Congress and the agencies involved need 
to reassess the needs and priorities for short- 
haul transportation systems based on market 
conditions. 
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TO -the Bresident of the Senate and t5e 
Speaker of thl, = Eouse of Representatives 

This report describes Federal efforts to develop ? new 
short takeoff and landing air ,raft for use in a short-haul 
air transportation system. !l%e rspcrt questions the rele- 
vance and effectiveness of civil research and development 
that does not fully consider (1) the social and economic 
priorities of the user market and (21 the emerging national 
transportation policy which seem to prefer alternative 
means for solving short-haul transportation problems, 

Since 1970 Federal agencies have incurred obligations 
of arout $400 million to study, develop, and test ahart 
takeoif and landing transport technology. Our rew0rrw wa8 
made because the technology, if applied, will require sub- 
stantial additional Federal investmsnts. 

We made our review pursuant to the Budget and &csunt- 
ing Act, 1921 131 U.S.C. 53), aud the Accounting ~JMI Audit- 
ing Act of 1950 (31 O.S.C. 67), 

He are sending copies of this report to the gtrector c 
Office of Management and Budget; rhe Secretary of -ampor- 
tation; the Secretary of the Air Force; and the minirtra- . 
tor , NaLional Aeronautics and Space 

Comptroller General 
of the United Steter 

_ 

: 
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f I 

DIGEST ---w-w 

Plans to fulfill national short-haul transpor- 
tation objectives should be clarified and co- 
ordinated. Presently, each of several agencies 
is pursuing its program based on its own per- 
ception of present and future needs. 

TJO agencies--Air Force and National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration--are expending a&out 
$430 million in .separate programs to develop and 
test short: takeoff arid landing transport air= - 
craft. Although the military need-for such 
air&aft is tider study,~‘.the use of short take- 
off and landing technology in the civil tfanspor- 
tation field will require new route netwomks, 
close-in airports,‘- and -better ground transpoo- 
tation, in addition to commercially feasible 
shortYtakeoff --and landing aircraft and im- 
proved air traffic control prbdedures. $&rsg~ 
of the Fedi . al, state or local government 
agencies are making any e-fort to define and 
assess -the system elements heeded for com- 
met_cially acceptable-, operations. _. ~.. 
.ce&oping- aircraft tecbkl*y for the air 
transportation f$eld aile deferring assess- 
ment of the system within which it will 
operate and the market which it seeks to 
influence has resulted, and will continue to 
result, ir! rejection of the technology or 
failure- to develop other technologies more 

. _ acceptable to users. --:. : : ~: 

Father than supporting development of the 
system required -for short takeoff and land- 
ing aircraft operations, the Department of 

_. ..Tranportation supports improved rail trans- 
portation and better use of existing air 

PSAD-76-172 
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transportation facilities as preferred solu- 
tions to the short-haul transportation prob- 
lems. In commenting on this report, however, 
the K&par tment stated that even though there 
is no agreement on when or if the shor:t take- 
off and landing aircraft technology will be 
applied, the technology is needed to provide 
future policy choices. (See p. 24.) 

In view of its preferred soluticns and the 
lack of any effort to define the system in 
which the aircraft would operate, GAO rec- 
ommends that the Department of Trampor ta- 
tion 

--assess the social, economic, and jur isdic- 
tional factors influencing system develop- 
ment in order t= determine the policy 
choices that could be provided by the 
emerging short takeoff and landing aircraft 
technology; anai . 

--establish pr ior i ties fur sBor.t-haul trens- 
portation systems and their related re- 
searchr develo@ent, and ~demonstrattoa 
programs based on anticipated market co& 
d i tions. .- _ 

Because of tha need to -set pr io;itids based . 
on an understanding of the user market, GAO 
also recomezlds that the appropriate -con- 
gressional committees and the other ageccies 
involved reassess the Federal programs for 
improving shon t-haul tr anspor ta tfon. 

--. .- 
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COMPTRbLLER GENERAL‘S FEDERAL SHORT TAKEOFF MD LANDING 
REPORT TO THE CONGRESS TEL':NSPORT PROGRAMS--STATUS AND NEEDS 

P-par tment of Transportation 
b :ional Aeronautics and Space 

Administration 
Department of Defense 

DIGEST v----w 
Plans to fulfill national short-haul transpor- 
tation objectives should be ciarified and co- 
ord inated. Presently, each of several agencies 
is pursuing its program based on its own per- 
ceptior, of present and future needs. 

Two agencieb-- Air Force and National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration--are expendfng about 
$430 million in separate programs to develop and 
test short takeoff and landing transport air- 
craft, Although the military need for such 
aircraft is under study, the use of short take- 
off and landing technology in the civil tganspor-- 
tation field will require new route networks, 
close-in air ports, and better ground transpor- 
tation, in-addition to commercially feasible 
short takeoff and la,hding aircraft end ilo- 
prowed -air‘ traffic control procedures. &me 
of the Federal, state or local government 
agencies are making any effort to define and 
assess the syritem -elements needed for uoq- 
mercially acceptable operations. 

-bevelopihg -aircraft technology for the air 
transportation field mile deferring assess- 
ment of the system within which it will 
operate -and -the market which it seeks to 
influence has resulted, and will continue to 
result, in rejection of the technology or 
failure to develop other technologies more - _~_ acceptable to users . ---. . 

Rather than mpporting developsent of the 
system required for short takeoff and land- 
ing aircraft operations, the Department of 
Tranportation supports improved rail trans- 
portation and better use of existing air 
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transportation.. facilities as preferred solu- 
tions to the. short-haul transportation prob- 
lems. In commenting on this report, however, 
the Department stated that even though there 
is no agreement on when or if the short take- 
off and 1aa;iing aircraft technology will. be 
applied, the technology is needed to provide 
future policy choices. (See p. 24.) 

In view of its preferred solutions and the 
lack of any effort to define the system in 
which the aircraft would operate, GAO rec- 
ommends that the Department of Transpor ta- 
tion 

--assess the social, economic, and jur isdic- 
tional factors influencing system develop- 
ment in order to determine the policy 
choices that could be provided by the 
emerging short takeoff and landing aircraft 
technology; and 

--establish priorities for short-haul trans- 
por tation syeteets and their related re- 
search, develoment, and demonstration 
programs based on anticipated Pparket con- 
ditions. 

Because of the need to set py; ior ities based 
on an understanding of the user market, GAO 

. 

also recommends that the appropriate con- 
gressional committees and the other agencies 
involved reassess the Federal programs for 
improving short-haul transportation. 

ii 



CHAPTER1 

INTRODGCTION -- 
Since 1970 Federal agencies have been studying, devel- 

oping I and testing short takeoff and landing (STDL) trtiilc- 
por . technology to improve commercial passenger service,: In 
high-density markets and to improve tend modernize military 
tactical airlift capabilities. If pursued, these programs 
will require substantial additional Federal resources. 

Since 1955 civil aviation has b%6i~c the dominatr ~35 
of intercity common carrier transport. In 1972, about Lc~z: 
times the number of domestic trips in excess of 100 miles 
were made by air as were made by a combination of sll 9th~~: 
carrier modes-- rail, bus, and water. The trend froa ?9;j. 
to 1972 is shown in the schedule below. 

t Kode Of Transportation 

For Tripsreater Than 100 P¶iles -- 

Year 
Other: 

Auto Air BUS Rail (note 8’ Be ---A. 

/ l--------------(percgnt)-----------~-~-- 

I 
i 1955 81.0 5.0 8 0 - 
I 1963 78.0 1::: 4.2 3:4 4.4 

1967 82.0 11.4 2.2 1.6 2.8 
-: 1972 85.2 11.8 1.7 .I 9 . . , 
i 

/ 

/ 
-1 
I Q 

@Zonsists of trips by water and al.:0 trips in which two or 
more modes were used. 

A 1971 Government study reported that approximately 
60 percent of all domestic air passenger movements and 
80 percent of all domestic air carrier aircraft movements 
covered less than 500 miles. Our analysis of data compiled 
by the Civil Aeronautics Board on domestic passenger trips 
for the year ended June 1975 showed that about 40 percent 
of the paassngs: trips were for trips of less than 
500 miles. Approximately half of these were trips of less 
than 300 miles. 

A major constraint to the growth of air transportation 
has been airport congestion. In 1971 the cost to carriers . >- I 1 
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of aircraft terminal-area delays due to congestion was tsti- 
mated at over $150 million. Without corrective action, 
these costs were forecasted to increase to about $600 million 
in 1980. Because of marginal profitability, the short-haul 
portion of air transportation was car.aidered to be partic- 
ularly vulr,erable to these operational inefficiencies. 
Several Federal agencies concerned with the congestion 
problems undertook to establish a coordinated program to 
develop an improved short-haul (approximately 500 miles) 
air transportation system to serve high-density markets 
and alleviate airpcrt congestion. A new STOL system was 
considered to be the leading contender f5r this application. 

Also, in 1970 the Department cf the Air Force deter- 
mined that it would need a new jet STBL transport to modern- 
ize and replace aircraft in its tactical airlift fleet. Pw 
November 1972 the Air Force awarded contracts to two con- 
tractors to design, develop, fabricate, and-Plight tesi: two 
prototypes each. 

PXPLANATPON OF STOL, RTOL, 
MD CTOL CLASSIPICATIONS 

Resignation of transport aircraft as STOLc reduced 
takeoff and landing (RTBL), or conventional takeoff and 
landing (C!TOL) indicates the field lengths that the aircraft 
are designed to operate from, For-the purpose of this 
study, aircraft capa6le of-operating from field lengths of 
1,500 to 3,000 feet are designated STOL. To achieve these 
field lengths, jet aircraft must be designed to use powered- 
lift concepts to augment aerodynamic lift. --Aircraft capable 
of operating from field lengths of 3,800 to 5,000 feet’ are 
referred to as RTOL* Large jet RTOL aircraft could be 
developed as derivatives of existing aircraft and would not 
repr-sent a major technology step from conwentional jet air- 

! crast, Aircraft capable of operating from field lengths of 
: i more than 5,000 feet are referred to as CTOL which are the 

jet transport aircraft in service today. : -L. 
j -<- . . - .._ . The National Aeronautics and’Space IK&r&istratfon (NASA) 

points out that there arc no generally accepted definktions f 
I for these categories of aircraft -in term of -field lengths, 

- -8 
! 

especially for dividing the STOL and RTCIL’categories.- The 
agency suggests using the following table to explain ‘the 

! i - classifications. 
I 
I 

I 

2 



CATEYSOR’I’ ABBREVIATION RANGE OF FIELD TECHNIQUE 

I I . 
Conventional 

I 

CTOL Greater than 
Takeoff 61 

I . 

sooo feet 
Landing 

Short Takeoff 
I 

STOL 
6ILandina 

L 
Ho 

Powered 
Lift 

Powered 
Lift 

3 
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CHAPTER 2 

INITIAL EFFORTS--COORDINATED 

FEDERAL ACTION (1970-73) 

In 1970 and 1971 a joint Department of Transportation 
and National Aeronautics and Space Administration study 
gronp undertock a comprehensive review of problems and poli- 
cies affecting civil aviation. l/ The study concluded that 
seeking solutions to the air ana ground congestion problems ' 
at major hub airports should have the highest priority, 
second only to seeking solutions to the aircraft noise 
problem. 

The study also concluded that a new short-haul air 
transportation system, separated as much as possible from the 
present long-haul system, would help to relieve congestion 
at existing airports, especially those in areas of high 
traffic density. The study concluded that short takeoff and 
landing vehicles offered great promise for the proposed new 
short-haul system and was the leairA..- -ontender for this 
application. 

The study noted that a STOL short-haul air transporta- 
I 

tion system would be justified economically if it could 
provide better overall service to travelers (by providing 
service closer to their origins or destinations and/or by 
reducing terminal delays), and if the aircraft could be made 

--- i 
i 

more compatible with the air traffic control, airports, and 
ground feeder systems. It also pointed out that there was 
a need to assure that development of all components of the 
system were integrated and proceeding at a consistent pace. 
(See fig. 1 for components of a STOL transportation system.) 

In April 1971 the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 
established a new Vertical/Short Takeoff and LandiAgSpecial 

4 
i &/Study undertaken in response to recommendation of the 
i Senate Committee on Aeronautical and Space Sciences 

(90th Cong. ). Results of study by Subcommittee on Advanced 
Research and Technology of Rouse Committee on Science and 
Aeronautics (now the Subcommittee on Aviation and Transpor- 
tation Research and Development, Eoose Committee on Science 
and Technology) were used to guide the study effort. 
(H. Rept. 91-932, 91st Cong., 26 sess.# Mr. 23, 1970.) 

4 
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FIGURE 1 
. 
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Projects Office (later named the Quiet Short-haul Air Trans- 
portation System (QSATS) Office) to plan for the development 
of a verticai/short takeoff and landing (V/STOL) system. 
The office was to encourage industry development of V/STOL 
aircraft and to provide direction for all activities related 
to V/STOL system development. Also, in September 1971 a 
working group (FAA, NASA, Civil Aeronautics Board, Depart- 
ment of Defense, and the Office of the Secretary of Trans- 
portation) was formed to coordinate Government actions for 
improving short-haul air transportation systems. 

After many discussions and studies, FAA and NASA pre- 
pared a plan, dated March 1973, for joint actions ;; &;;lop 
a V/STOL short-hau'. transportation system. Also 0 
the working group drafted a Federal plan for short-haul air 
transportation improvement. This plan defined a coordinated 
multiagency approach toward improving short-haul air trans- 
portation in particular and increasing national airport 
operating capacity in general. The proposed plan set forth 
the following integrated Federal/public/private sector 
responsibilities: 

3 . . 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

NASA would take the lead in providing technology 
in aerodynamics, handling qualities, propulsion, 
operating systems, and avionics. 

NASA and the Air Force would maintain i' close 
relationship to insure maximum utilization of 
their STOL technological programs. . 

The Office of the Secretary of Transportation 
and the Urban Uass Transportation Administration 
would plan for the necessary ir.terconnection 
with other modes of transportation. 

FM would establish the airworthiness, operational, 
and environmental requirements: operating-standards& 
develop and provide the air traffic control systemsf 
and certify airport developments. 

The Civil Aeronautics Board would establish and 
regulate the economic and route structure for the 
short-haul system. 

Evaluation of specific metropolitan sites would 
be the mechanism for the direct involvement of 
the public and private sectors--metropolitan 
area authorities, community interest groups, 
local government groups, and airlines. 

6 



A steering committee composed of prominent people in 
the aviation community was organized in 1973 to provide 
industry’s advice and counsel to the E’AA Administrator and 
the’ working group. 

Although the subject of improving the short-haul air 
tramportation system was extensively studied and dis- 
cussed, no Federal plan for coordinated action was ever 
adopted. A divergence nf opinion had surfaced concerning 

.solutions to short-haul transportation problems. A Depart- 
ment of Transportation official said that management saw 
improvement of rail transportation in heavy density corri- 
dors and better use of existing air transportation facili- 
ties as preferred solutions to short-haul transportation 
problems. (See ch. 3.) 

I  .  .  : t .  -  
- .  

- - .  _  “ . _ .  

.  .  _  

- _  -  



CHAPTER 3 

A PARTING OF THE WAYS 

(1974-76) 

In 1974 the Federal Aviation Administration abolished 
the Quiet. Short-haul Air Transportation System Office which 
had been established to provide communication between the 
Federal, public, and private sectors. Since that time, each 
sector has pursued its own programs to improve short-haul 
transportation. 

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADHINISTRATION 

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration has 
been pursuing a program to develop technology for quiet, 
short-haul short takeoff and landing jet aircraft to serve 
high-density markets since 1971. NASA estimates that it will 
have expended approximately $203 million from fiscal year 
1971 through fiscal year 1979 on its STOL program. Bollow- 
on efforts from 1979 through 1984 are under study. 

Actual and projected funding by program activity from 
fiscal year 1971 through fiscal year 1979, along with h 
Jescriptiom sf each activity, is provided as appendix I. 

DEPARTWENT OF THE AIR FORCE 

The Department of the Air Force is continuing its pro- 
gram to evaluate STOL transport prototypes by employing two 
different concepts of powered-lift. These prototypes are 
being developed to demonstrate that the aircraft can be 
built at reasonable cost to deliver large Fayloads into 
short, unimproved runways (about 2,000 feet). If successful 
and cost-effective, the Air Force intends to procure STOL 
aircraft to modernize its tactical transport fleet. 
(See p. 18.) 

Contract costs throdgh- the completion of the protot-tie 
I 

-- 
program will be about $229 million. NASA is participating 
in the Air Force's flight testing of the prototypes, and the 

r 

Air Force will provide one or more prototypes for a NASA 
flight test program following completion of the Air Force 
tests. (See app. I.) 

8 



PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SECTORS 

with the exception of the two contractors who are 
investing some of their own funds in the Air Force’s proto- 
types, the public and private sectors have not been willing 
to invest in any segment of a civil STOL transportation 
system. Representatives for the two contractors said that 
the market for civil derivatives is a long way off and that 
coordinated action is needed from the public and private 
sectors to develop a STOL passenger system. 

States and municipalitfes have projected airport devel- 
opments of about $24 billion for the period from 1972 to 
1990. Approximately $11.2 billion is for capital improve- 
ments at primary airports in large metropolitan areas. 13e 
plans call for adding 5 new airports serving air carriers 
and 35 general aviation reliever airports to serve large 
metropolitan areas by 1990. 

The'plans to develop additional airports and to improve 
existing ones, if implemented, will postpone the need for 
STOL airc-raft operations. .. _ 
DEPARTRRNT OF TRANSPORTATIOW- 
PRDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION 

-The FAA’s efforts to provide leadership and direction 
for the muitiagency -approach.to improve short-haul air 
transportation, including development of the elements and 
concepts for a new STOL system , ended with the aboliahment 
of its WATS Off ice. The Department of Transportation 
stated that--the office was abolished because the short-haul 

-program depended upon the airlines perceiving the type of 
service and the aircraft required, and that this perception 
did not develop. 

---FAA.considers the problems of airport congestion to 
be 'less &gent than previously stated because of (1) the 
introduction of wide-body jets, (2) the economic downturn, 
and (3) the 1973-74 fuel crisis, all of which have contrib- 
uted--to--&fcduced number of airctaft operations. {See 
fig. -2;) PAA does, however, forecast an SO-percent increase 
in domestic passenger enplanements over the next 10 years. 

-- --. 

FAA reported to the Congress in 1974 that it will be 
able 'to'extend the major airports' capacity through improve- 
ments to snroute and terminal air traffic control systems 
that .will~grcatly improve runway acceptance ri;L.es, The 

9 



FIGURE 2 
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improvements will meet the mid to -ate 1980s projected 
demand, provided the wake vortex lJ problem is solved. 

The FAA report noted that most of the major airports 
will exdeed their ground capacity before the planned .exten--.’ . 
sion of air capacity levels are reached. The airports 
ground systems included terminal buildings and aircraft 
boarding areas, on-airport access and parking, and off- 
airport access or feeder systems. A Department of Transpor- 
tation study (September 19731.found thet while a number of 
major airports reporting current ground access problems have 
congestion away from the airport, a greater number have 
internal congestion problems. 

When FAA abolished its QSATS Office, it also; reduced the 
priority given to STOL systems. However, staff members art 
participating in NASA's effort s to identify STOL avionics and 
operating procedures and to develop the information needed 
to formulate.STOL.airworthiness certification standards. 
(FAA participation. is described in app..I.) FAA officials 
also said that ongoing research, engineering, and development 
programs will-produce an air traffic control system 
capable of handling STOL operations by the mid-1980s. 

DEPARTWENT OF TRANSPORTATION-- 
bF E FfC _ 

- .------.- --1-.. ._ -,. ~_ _ _ _ 
An offioiallcf the-Department of Transportation said 

that he did not se* the need for developing or implementing 
a STOL short-haul:system before 1990. Ae pointed out that 
this position is reflected in the Department. of Traasporta- 
tion's "I- Prcgress Repor" L on National Transportation Policy" 
(May 1974)3.1_... I ._ 

. . 
"There is &nerally .adequate capacity in the 
aviation system, although there may be pres- 
sure on capacity- at peak periods at a few 
key airports. - Improve43 air traffic control 

- .  _ . ,  

,.‘A_ . .  --i^_ __ 

I  _ -  ^ -  _ .  

&/Wake vortex is the violent trailing air currents geneVated 
by aircraft. Rntrail and lateral separations between air- 
craft which are required to avoid these currents limit 
runway acceptance rates and airport capacity. Use of wide 
body aircraft adds to the severity of the wake vortex prob- 
lem and could seriously inhibit the goal of increasing 
airport and airway capacity. 

11 
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systems, plus the use of larger aircraft and 
improved operational scheduling should serve 
to accommodate this pressure for the coming 
decade. Beyond these measures8 the preferred 
means of accommodating increasing pressures 
on airport capacity are diversion of short 
trips from aviation to other modes and the 
spread of aviation traffic into additional 
existing airports, as the market nay dictate. 
Better management and utilization of existing 
facilities may also be accomplished through 
the concentration of general aviation at 
secondary airports in major metropolitan 
areas and the distribution of traffic away 
from peak periods.” 

The Dspartment of Transportation also believed that 
plans for airport improvements submitted by the States and 
municipalities (see p. 9) were far too ambitious because 
they were based on passenger projections made &efore.the 
fuel crisis. The Department’s more current projections are 
46 percent lower. In addition, the Department stated that 
most capacity-related development at large airports could 
be avoided by making operating improvements at existing 
facilities. 

With regard to diverting short trips, from aviation to 
other modes, the Department of Transportation stated in its 
“1974 National Transportation Reports that: 

“Amtrak’s [a national Railroad-Passenger Corpo- . 
ration created by the Rail Passenger Service 
Act of 19701 greatest potential’.appears to be 
in providing short-haul service in selected 
high-density corridors, where the seriice can 
compete with air and bus modes, Pspecially 
where the air and highway’facilities.ari con-- 
gested. This is particularly the kase. in the 
Washington-New York-Boston corridor, where -_._ 
rail service provides relief from increased 
congestion in these aodea. Aatrak%:long-haul. 
routes would not appear to offer the &me 
opportunity to reduce highway aid-air 
congestion. l * l a - -- b _ .~ _ 

In September 1975 the Department of *Transportation 
stated that its immediate policy was .toysupport Aatrals -as an 
intercity rail passenger service and’to @~dy proposals for 
developing high-speed, short-haul rail service in selected 
high-density corridors. It also stated: 
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“Finally, special Federal assistance may be 
appropriate to support development of high 
speed t.rains in certain densely traveled 
regions, such as the Northeast Corridor, 
where improved service promises to become 
economically viable and Interstate highway 
and airport congestion can be alleviated by 
such rail service, A substantial Federal 
investment in hicrh speed rail passenger 
service, however, raises again many of the 
complex issues of equal competitive oppor- 
tunity among the modes, Baderal priorities 
of energy and environmental conservation, 
what corresponding changes,. if any, should 
be made in other Federal transportation 
investments in the corridor (i.e., highways, 
airports) and the appropriate sharing of 
Federal and State responsibility.” 

. 
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CIXL NEED FOR JET STOL TRANSPORT --- --- 

Several studies have been conducted to determine the 
feasibility and economic viability of short takeoff and land- 
ing systems. Some of these cast considerable doubt on the need 
for STOL aircraft; 

Government-sponsored studies have reported that the 
commercial market for jet STOL aircraft is the short-haul 
(less than 500 miles) passenger market. One study charac- 
terized the market to be primarily a business travel mar&et 
that is highly concentrated among a few busy city pairs and 
is relatively insensitive to total trip cost but sensitive 
to door-to-door travel time. Because of this market, Fed- 
eral Aviation Administration and National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration officials initially thought that air- 
craft should be operated from downtown STOL-ports located 
near the central business districts. The FAA officials now 
state that new downtown SXL-ports are not feasible because 
of economic and environmental considerations and, consequently, 
are not likely to be developed or operational in the 1980s. 

Other Government-sponsored studies have concluUed that 
a STOL system would succeed best where conventional aircraft 
congestion is high and where geography or land use makes the 
operation of 'real-estate stingy" aircraft necessary. Eow- 
ever, the few broad studies of existing airport facilities, 
passenger demand, routes, and environmental problems dd not 
convincingly show that future savings would offset the costs 
of a complete new STOL system and offer an opportunity for 
profit commensurate with the risks involved. Consequently, 
the need for a STOL system has not been translated into a 
clear market to which public and private sectors can 
respond. 

A major cost element of a new STOL system would be the 
costs incurred to develop and produce the aircraft. A 
market of 300 to 400 production aircraft would be required 
to permit recovery of the costs. Eecause of the volme 
requirement costs of research, developaen t , and production 
for jet STOL aircraft could only be recovered if intercity 
satellite airport services using more efficient reduced 
takeoff and landing and/or conwentional takeoff and landing 
aircraft were not developed. A survey of existing airport 
facilities showed that there were 2,000 airports with runways 
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of 4,000 feet or more and only 510, or. abczt one-fourth, were 
being served by scheduled carriers. A further examination 
of 11 metropolitan areas in the top 10 short-haul city pairs 
showed that each had one or more airports with field lengths 
of 4,000 feet or more that were accessible for use by short- 
haul traffic . (App. II diagrams survey of metropolitan air- 
ports in top 10 city pairs.) (Fig. 3 illustrates comparison 
of direct operating costs between STOL and RTOL aircraft.) 

In addition to the absence of a discernible market, 
there may be other reasons for not supporting the develop- 
ment of a new short-haul air transportation system. In 
commenting on Federal subsidies, the Department of Transpor- 
ta tion ’ s “A Statement of National Transportation Policy” 
suggests : 

“(6) Where the political process determines that 
a subsidy is essential to the national interest 
because a par titular form of transportation 
serves these interests more effectively, we 
should be prepared to take the next step in 
order to get the full benefit of the subsidy. 
This involves’compatible adjustments in the 
Federal support of competing modes (for example, 
by way of illustration only, perhaps the discour- 
agement of radially-oriented commuter roads into 
metropolitan centers that compete with mass 
transit or of new highways, or short haul air 
traffic, competing with a subsidized high-speed 
rail system in the Northeast Corridor). We 
should not be inconsistent by continuing to sub- 
sidize competing modes, thereby diverting traffic 
away from the preferred mode and decreasing its 
chances of economic self-sufficiency.” 

As noted in chapter 3, the Department of Transportation 
concludes that improved air traffic control systems, use of 
large aircraft, and improved operational scheduling could 
accommodate pressures at the few key airports experiencing 
congestion for the coming decade. Beyond these measures the 
Department believes that a preferred means of accommodating 
increasing pressures on airport capacity-may be diversion of 
short trips from aviation to other modes, such as improved 
rail passenger service in the Northeast Corridor and the 
spread of aviation traffic into additional existing 
(satellite) airports as the market may dictate. 

On the other hand, NASA believes that the future solu- 
tion to aircraft noise and airport congestion lies in pro- 
vidi.:.g STOL aircraft which can operate in a separate but 
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compatible traffic pattern with conventional aircraft. NASA 
points out that a quiet STOL aircraft which is cnvironmen- 
tally acceptable to the community in the vicinity of air- 
ports could be sufficiently attractive to bring about the 
development and implementation of STOL operations independ- 
ent of the States' and municipalitif;' planned airport 
developments. (See p. 9.) They also believe that ground- 
congestion at major hub airports (see p. 11) could be a 
significant impetus for developing and implementing quiet 
short-haul STOL aircraft operations at satellite and/or 
reliever airports. 

NASA believes that the existence of STOL vehicle technol- 
ogy-will encourage and facilitate development of the system 
needed for its application. Accordingly, NASA activities 
are being paced to provide the technology by the early- to 
mid-1980s that will minimize the risks t>f developing a com- 
mercial jet STOL aircraft and permit FAI to establish stand- 
ards for.certificatior! i noise, and operating procedures. 
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CHAPTER 5 --I__- 

MILITARY NEED FOR JET STOL TRANSPORT ------ -- WC 

Under the Air Force’s advanced medium short takeoff and 
landing transport (AMST) program, four ;rrototypes employing I 
two different concepts of powered lift are being built to 
determine if an advanced technology aircraft can be built 

i 
. 

at a reasonable cost to deliver large payloads into short 
(about 2,000 feet) unimproved runways. The program began 
in 1972 with the intent of providing an option to modern- I  

ize the present tactical airlift fleet, if the technology 
proved feasible and if the aircraft was cost-effective as 
a replacement for existing aircraft. 

A recently completed Air Force study showed that a 
mixed force of AMSTs and existing aircraft would be 
slightly less costly than an equal force (in terms of 
average tons per day) of existing and mc’lified aircraft 
based on 20-year life cycle costs. The s 3rd~ showed that 
the AMST.‘s lar.ger acquisition costs would be offset by 
its expected lower operating costs and by its higher 
productivity. This small difference, however, could be 
either negated or increased by uncertainties in cost data, 
cost estimating methods, and in the assumptions on how the 
AMST would be used. For example, the increased size of 
the AHST and the complexity in its propulsive-lift system 
raises doubts about the estimated savings in maintenance 
man-hours per flying hour. 

Al though the need to support the Army is a key factor 
in determining AHST cost-effectiveness, the Army is still 
studying how it could use the AHST and whether it has a 
need for the short takeoff and landing capability. 

The Office of the Secretary of Defense-has begun an 
independent evaluatim of AHST cost-effectiveness which 
will be completed before AMST full-scale development is 
authorized. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

A short takeoff and landing short-haul air transporta- 
tion system has long been discussed as a possible solution 
to existing and forecasted constraints on the growth of air 
transportation. 

The actions being taken to improve existing airport 
capacity and to develop competing rail passenger service, if 
successful, will tend to postpone the need for a STOL short- 
haul passenger system. In view of these actions and the 
other alternatives availgble for alleviating congestion at 
existing airports, the limiting factor tothe development of 
a s”roL system will continue to be the absence of a disce :n- 
irole market-or.need to which the public and private sectors 
can respond. -Without a major Federal commitment to develop 
the system, we do not believe the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration’s continuing efforts to reduce aircraft 
manufacturers’ development risks will. be sufficient induce- 
ment to cr+te a mar.ket that does not appear to exist. 

~rBeca!ikijf ~the progress being made’by NASA and the Air 
Porce.,_de~lo~~~~-~of jet. STOL transport technclogy appears 
to be ahead of other long-lead time~system components--airports, 
tetrinaI”faciIities, routes,-air traffic control, and connect- 
ing transportation. Development of these other components are 
tied to complex.governmental decisions at the Federal, State, 
and-local-Zevelsthat have not been made and it is uncertain 
when they will be-made, if ever. - .~ _. c 2 _ - T 

Iteither the Department of Transportation nor NASA agree 
that- the S!PCL~ transport technology is ahead of other system 
components. The Department states that the current national 
aviat&on system can accommodate STOL transport techn;,logy 
to&y.‘.+~Both state that- the technology for a commercially 
viable STOL afrcraft has not been developed, and NASA believes 
its--is the mokt.time-crific+ element for developing an oper- 
ational system. 

c AlthorighSTOL transports could be used in the existing 
systu,‘$hey uould not realize the full benefits of their 
unique capabilities and would probably interfere with current 
operations. We recogniz;?, however, that the state of technol- 
ogy readiness for the aircraft cannot be fully assessed until 
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performance requirements are defined. However, we believe 
that the aircraft's performance requirements should be based 
on the system in which it is to operate. 

In view of the current NASA projections for technology 
readiness by the early 1980s, we believe the technical means 
if not presently available could be made available, with 
sufficient funding, before the other system elements are * 
ready. 

In our opinion, plans to fulfill the national long-term 
shor t-haul transportation objectives should be clarified and 
coordinated so that STOL aircraft technology and techniques, 
as well as other short-haul transportation modes, can be 
paced and made part of a fully integrated system. Presently; 
each of several agencies is pursuing its program based on its 
own specific areas of respnsibility and perception of ptescnt 
and future needs. 

We, therefore, proposed that the Department of Transpor- 
ta tion clarify its position concerning the possible need for a 
STOL system in accordance with its-emerging policy position 
regarding long-term transportation needs, constraints o and 
invetitments. Me also su:;gested that .HASA reassess the scale 
and paca of its research directly supporting the developent 
of a STOL system to bring it more in-line wrth thoemerging 
Depar tmen t position . . 

We stated- further that the Office 6f Management and 
Budget and the appropr-iate committees of .- the Congress should 
reassess the Federal agencies’ research, development, and 
demunstraticn activities for improving. short-haul transpor ta- 
tion. Based on our review, we beliewe particular consider- 
zltion should be giwen to -- . .__ : 

--the relative costs and lknef its of, and’ the long- 
term potential for developing inttrcity is&d rail 
passenger service as &Ii al.ternative .to- iajor jncf_c_ases _ 
in short-haul air transportation; 

--the relative cost and benefits of developing short- 
haul intercity air services using sxisting~‘afrports 
and aircraft technology as an alternative to a STOL 
sys tern ; . . 

--the investments need@ to assure that the Federal 
Aviation Administration88 proposed increases in air 
traffic capacities will be balanced by increases 
in ground capacities : 
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--the possible timing and amount8 of Federal resources 
that would be needed to develop and implement a STOL 
system, which _ in_addition to aircraft technology, air 
traffic control systems, and airport development may 
include &deral;‘participation -in the development of 
production aircraft, market demonstrations, and 

‘ground -feeder :systems: . . _ -.- -‘.3 ___. r-. - _ . . _ _ _ 
--the~pacing~of ~BASA~s’devr?~opment of jet STOL transport 

technology ati- compared u Lth developing other system 
components-airports,: routes, air traffic control, 

Y. .- and ground feeder .systew.s; and . . --,- ._ .a , _. - .* . ; _ 7 . -: -’ : , ; ‘; . 
‘:= --th@~‘iixtcni to ~which NASA’s present and future STQL 

activities could .be deferred,. redirected, or paced 
to coincide better with the Reparta;ent of Transporta- 
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CHAPTER7 

AGENCY CSMENTS AND OUR 

EVALUATION AR9 RRCOHHRRDATIONS 

The Department of Transportation, Nationcl Aerdnautics 
and Space. Administration, and Office of Management and Budget 
disagreed with stabments in-the report concerning the 
(1) lack of coordination among agencies, (2) need for a new 
civil short takeoff and landing aircraft and syste& '(3) scale 
and pace of NASA STOL technology program, and (4) need to re- 
assess Federal activities for improving short-haul transporta- 
tion. Their comments are presented in appendixes IV, V, and 
VI and are summarized below along with our evaluation. * - % 

The Director of Defense Research and Engineering did 
not disagree with the recommendations insofar as they pertain 
to the Department of Defense. The Director noted that (1) the 
Department of Defense must look-at STOL usage from a military 
requirements point of view, (2) NASA representatives are par- 
ticipating in the Air Force flight test program, and (3) al- 
though designed to meet military requirementsr the advanced 
medium STCL transport aircraft design could be converted for 
civil u3e if a commercial need arises for an aircraft of its 
characteristics. (See app. VII.) 

-EACR OF COORDINATION AHONG AGglPCIBS 

The agencies do not agree with our statement that after 
the multiagency approach was abandoned in 1974, each agency 
and organization concerned with improving short-haul bans- 
portation has pursued its ovn programs based on its perception 
of present and future needs. They cite organizational arrange- 
ments and other mechanisms that seek to insure coordination 
and cooperation among the agencies. In sumaary: 

-Department of Transportation believes the report 
confuses the relationship of a technology program ___ 
with policy related to implementation of a specific. 
operating capability. 

--NASA states that excellent coordination by the Ped- 
era1 agencies involved in STOL programs existed 
well &fore establishment of the &data1 Aviation 
Administration's Quiet Sbort-haul Air Transportation 
Systen Office and has continued sinca its dissolutioxa. 

I 

--- 
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--Office of Management and Budgat, noting that the 
agencjas were given an opportunity to comment, 
referred to various mechanisms which seek to 
insure effective coordination of transportation 
programs. . 

Our report-does not imply that there is no eoordina- 
tion or cooperation between -the agencies’ research and 
development staffs when they have related interests. 
Cooperative efforts between the Air Force and NASA and 
between FAA and NASA were evident. 

The present cooperation, however, including the act- 
ivities of interagency-research and development coordina- 
ting boards and ~committees and advisory councils differs 
materially -Prom that proposed.and,jnitiated during the 
period ,from 1970 through 197s. As -‘discussed in chapter 2, 
the -former 1effor.t was -an attempt by the Federal agencies 
to overcome the problems of coordination by:developing 
interagency objectives and proqrams,.based on’problems and 
priorities identified in the Depktmznt of Transportation 
and NASA -civil aviation ,,resear.ch and development policy 
study; “Phe ooerall-objettiverwas not to-implement improve- _ 
ments+=but to defiae.and asseos.options,for~~improvinq the 
short-haul-air transportation-system-sothat.policymakers 
at ~all~lqelstcould determine-w@ether,the identified changes 
would -produce~results~worth,inwest_inq-public and private 
funds. _ 7.; - -I. ._ t.. I. -i r.7 -- c 

-The.,former effort, wasja‘fiysteas approach that crossed 
organizational lines and--involved--undertakings much-broader 
than Y technology 2 alone. +e need fo? this approach was 
stated. in the- 1971 pcUCy_ st@y: 

.- ,. &* i . ..~*.-..F ;:-. :, . . 
Lit is unliiely that- STOL ~ir&X~&ko~ment 

itself can solve the problem. Any new short-haul 
- :‘: :.sircrafts tb?t gust opera&e in the same air traffic 

-; frc Y control, -rufauayFe- and_ alrpor t .,environments as long- 
j: L huultairctslts will ;cont$nue.. to be subject to most . 
-23 of the sar(a_idelays:.-experienced by cur rent shoe t- 

: : haul- airctef t. x _ A. nay -&or t-haul system is needed 
that can :fun..tion compatibly .with the long-haul 

.- . J .i+Isystem, : ;.-“ ‘1‘> f , .: r. _( - _- * -i ‘-‘=- f -*-*** .-=-..... ,. L > _. ^ i _ _ _ . . . 
* :- 1;:. .-kk .dt&&&‘:pf &,kh-.h ’ system, however, . _ trans- 

. - cendn+ecknology- alone and involves institutional . 
factora,-4n&8ding-economic regulation, legal 
structuresrb aultiple political jurisdictions, 
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changing social priorities, and complex interactions 
among multiple Federal agencies. 

--In the air transportation research and development 
field, where products must be resuonsive to public 
needs and values, social and physical science con- 
siderations shculd be explored simultaneously. 
Ignoring or deferring the latter has inevitably 
resulted, and will continue to result, in either 
the rejection of technologies that have been 
developed or the failure to develop needed technol- 
ogies. 

When the multiagency effort to develop a new short- 
haul system was discontinued in 1974, the systems approach-- 
capable of defining and assessing options for improving the 
air transportation system --was also discontinued. As a 
result, NASA continues to develop STOL technology for civil 
applications without supporting analyses of the institutional 
factors that will determine its-acceptance. 

If the STOL vehicle technology program-is to provide 
future policy options, it should be guided by the zeguire- 
ments of the transportation system within which Et will 
operate and by assessments of the market'which it seeks to 
influence, This is particularly the'case-when -its applica- 
tion depends upon decisions made by’public and private sac- 
tors rather than the Federal Government. 

NEED FOR NEW STOL TRANSPORTATION SYSTEW . 

While there is no agreement among the agencies on when 
or whether the technology will be applied, there is general- 
agreement that tha technology is needed to provide future 
policy choices. -. 

. . . .-_ _/ 
--Department of Transportation does not anticipate the 

introduction of STOL aircraft intcv the air ttanspor- 
tation system before 1985-90 andsees~ao haediate __ 
need to plan for such-an iEpluc&ation; c:Xt aces 
STOL as only one alternative.being' investigated to 
provide options for the foirgev range future. . 
Although agreement exists over the need for tiesearch 
and development, establishg agreePcent over the 
timing and extent of implfimentation 11s mre dEf fbult. 
The future is uncertain.. A cstrritaent now for or 
against a specific technology which baa not yet 
matured to marketability *ould he premature, 
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--NASA states that interagency and in-house teams, 
advisory councils, a:rd others have reviewed and 
endorsed its aeronautical programs, including its 
STOL research program , as addressing significant 
national needs. NASA states that quiet STOL air- 
craft and operating technology is the most time- 
critical element for potential dorIestic cargo and/or 
passenger -operations. 

-The Off ice of lanagement and Budget does not feel 
that sufficient information is available to assess 
the potential of such technology. The Office states 

.tha t while all involved agencies are hopeful that 
significant technology advances will result from the 
NASA and Air Force STCL programs, it would be unwise 
to.make -a.,premature Federal commitment to develop a 
total, STOE transportation system until more informa- 
tion is avaiIable; 7 - 1 - ,-~_ : . 

., < _,- -- . ~1 
We agree with the Department :of Transportation and the 

Office of *I@nagement and Eudget..tbat a,new STOL transporta- 
tion-system is only one*alternative for solving the problems 
of air transportation, .and .that not enough information is 
available .to:assess :its.potential:for this application. We 
also-agree that .the .need -and :timing .for such an application 
is uncertain and that -it Iwould. be premature to make a Federal 

.commitmentto -such :a systear, ., It -.is for,-these-r&sons that we 
guestion -abandoning:.the’%ultiagency approach to define and 
assess :a11 the :options for-:improving shot t-k au1 air transpot- 
tation, -whife:at:the same time continuing to develop STOL 
tr anspor t technology. 

; ; -‘a: T 4 * -. . L 2 _ -2 5. 1 ,. .,>.. I, I - . _. 
‘Because-of -the fnstitutional-:factors, the current state 

of STOG technology, -and:the variety of options available for 
improving short-haul air transportation, we believe that a 
systems approach is needed to assure mere collaborative 
ef forts:betue&- the: Pederal: agencies working on various 
elementaof-- the- national air. transportation system and the 
public-and private-sectors--that are expected to implement 
chaeesiakd opirate the xystex;. The systems approach would 
also provide& -focus for the continuing evaluatisn of agencies’ 
research and develowent efforts on the basfa of the changing 
and uncertain. mcial- and economic conditions. *;;:- a- .- ; fi rc,. -As .T I . = d . 1 _ 
SCALE AND -.PACB OP NASA i-,- 
=6L TECCENOWY #n -----a _r: 1. . . : .., 

: ‘;:In genetar /. the agencies concur with the scale and pace 
of the NASA STOL technology program, 



--The Department of Transportation concurs rith the 
timeliness and pace of the NASA STCC technology 
program to provide vehicle technology by the early 
1980s. The Department states that since esonomic 
viability of a generic STOL transport design has not 
yet been established , a demand does not new exist 
within the private sector. Eowever, congestion 
expected to develop over the next decade could lead 
to the development of a market, provided the airlines 
are confident that an appropriate aircraft will be 
available. The Department concludes that a comprs- 
hensive research and development program in the 1970s 
is important to its ability to make policy choices in 
the 1980s. 

--NASA states that it has recently completed an eval- 
uation of its program and believes its scale and pace 
are correct and in consonance with Department of 
Transportation, FAA, and Department of Defense posi- 
tions and programs. It states that quiet STOL air- 
craft and operating technoloF* is the most time- 
critical element for potential cargo and/or passzn- 
ger operations, Its program, which is aimed at’ 
technology read'ness by the early 19808, recognizes 
that it will take about 7 to 10 years drora technology 
availability ';o operational implementation. Because 
of this time factor; NABA and Department of Transporta- 
tion state that the planned readiness of the vehicl: 
technology is in consonance with Transportation’s 
position vis-a-vi8 a STOL system implementation. 

--Office of Management and Budget indicates-that it 
believes NASA’s advanced technology program should 
continue so that sufficient information can be obtained 
to assess its potential. 

. 
As stated in the civil aviation research and development 

policy study and subsequent studies, a civil STOL transport 
requires a new short-haul air transportation system that is 
separated as much 3s possible from, but compatible with, the 
long-haul system if it is to realize its full benefits. 
These studies also pointed out that the introduction of a new 
STOL system presents so many uncertainties that no single - - 
participant seems capable of taking the lead to produce the 
operating system. Without some assurance that alL other 
elements of the system will he ready when the aircraft is ]- 
ready, no aircreft manufacturer or airlines will undertake 
to implement or acquire the new vehicle technology when avail- 
able. 
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In addition, because of the less expensive alternatives 
that have been suggested for alleviating congration at 
existing airports during the next decade, the limiting factor 
in the utilization of STDL technology will continue to be 
the absence of a disceruable market. 

REED FOR REASSESSHENT OF FEDERAL 
RESEARCH, DEVELOPHENT, AND DEHONSTRATION 
ACTIVITIES WR IMPROVING 
SRORT-HAUL TRANSPORTATION 

--Department of Transportation agrees with the basic 
recommendation for a reassessment of the Federal 
STOL program by both the Department and NASA, The 
Department believes, however, that it is adequately 
addressed in the normal research and development 
process ?nd that a special reassessment is unneces- 
sary. .- : : 

.--NASA.basically agrees with the Jntent of the recom- 
mendaticn calling for a reasseisment of the Federal 
agencics':research,:development; -and d&onstration 
activitfki-related to STOL systems and short-haul 

_.:trans~r~aiion,'.,: - -. It b&lieves,l however; -that such a 
reas~essmentsh?Gild not be made- solely‘by considering 
potential future domestic passengar-transportation, 
but,aYst also consider .the.relationship, impact, and 

Y.timeliness .of.BASA% research program ta the ABST 
-development;. to Sal&s of AMST civil cargo and/or 

passenger .derivdtives to foreign countr,ies; and to 
quiet U.S. civil cargo.operations,:-, . 

office of Banaqement and Budget recognizes and agrees 
that-WA research--and dsvelopment programs on STOL 
require a-careful assegmeng of the technology's . 
potential implementation in the national transporta- 
tion system. The Office of Hanagement and Budget 
states that it.wfll continue.to-reassess each agency's 
research and--development and-demonstration activities 
for *improving short-haul-transportation. Furthermore, 
it will continue to encdurage interagency coordination 
of transportation programs to-insure that such programs 
are productive and that-limited ‘resources are wisely 
allocated. 

In our opinion, agency officiais need more information 
-n the potential end-uses to reaiistically assess Federal 
programs to improve short-haul transportation. The Depart- 
ment of Transpdrtation states that a thorough understanding 
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of the options and operational impacts is necdcd when the 
time comes to promulgate regulations and develop operational 
plans. We believe this understanding is also necdcd to 
initiate and sustain research and development programs that 
look to others, especially the private sector, for applica- 
tion of the technology produced. 

Developing aircraft technology for the air transporta- 
tion field while deferring assessment of the system within 
which it will operate and the market which it seeks to in- 
fluence has resulted, and will continue to result, in rcjcc- 
tion of the technology or failure to develop other technolo- 
gies more acceptable to users. 

RECOHMENDATIONS 

For the development of an integrated and balanced na- 
tional transportation system, we believe the Dbpartmcnt of 
Transportation should coordinate and monitor all Federal rc- 
search, development, and demonstration programs seeking to 
improve segments of the national system. fn view of its 
supper t of improved rail transportation and- wttcr USC of 
existing air transportation facilities as the prifcrrcd solu- 
tions to short-haul transportation problems, we rcmmcnd 
t:mat the Department: 

--Assess the social, economic, and jur isdietional 
factors that will determine the policy- ohoftis to 
be provided by the emerging STOL aircraft tcohno- 
109Y l We also believe this is necessary to dctcr- 
mine technology requirements. 

-_ . 

--Establish priorities for short-haul- trwnporktion 
systems and their related rcscatch, development, 
znd dcmonstra tion programs -based. pn nar~ket. con&- 
tions. 

Because of the need to set priorftiea based on am un- 
derstanding of the user markctr:we al80 rcdmu&tbat the.. 
appr opr ia tc congressional commf ttccrr , - the Office -af Chnagc- 
men t and Budget , and NASA reassess ?edetal programs for im- 
proving shot t-haul transportation. 

i 
I 
i 
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CRAPTER 8 

SCOPE OF RRVIEE 

Our study of the civil short takeoff and landing trans- 
portation programs included an analysis of Govarnxent-sponsored 
studies and reports which examined the need for and economic 
viability of a proposed STOL transportation syster, a review 
of Department of Transportation reports and statements 
regarding airport ccngestion and the need for a STOL system, 
an examinatioa of the Pederal Aviation Administration’s role 
in developing a STOL system, and a survey of the Rational 
Aeronautics and Space Administration research projects to 
develop the technology for powered-lift STOL transport air- 
craft. 

Ue also discussed prospects for a SmL system am3 t4c 
status of the current STOL effort with officials of the Office 
of the Secretary of Trausportation, FAA, UASA, the Department 
of the Air Force, and the two contractors developing the Air 
Force’s STOL prototyDes. We did nbt extiine alterhetives . 
to NASA STOL research activities or t-e extent to which the 
activities cmld be deferred or redirected. 

Our study included a review of the Air Force’s advanced 
i medium STOL transport program and NASA’s participation in 

/ 

th& program, A separate staff study ha8 ‘been issued on the 
current status of the Air Force program. 

j 
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NASA STOL TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 

The objective of the NASA STOL technology development 
program is to provide by the mid-1980s the technology required 
(1) by industry for successful development and operation of 

-environmentally acceptable, economical, and safe powered-lift; 
short-haul transport aircraft and (23 by Government to assure 
that such aircraft will be adequately regulated, 

STOL-related research efforts have been conducted by 
WASA since the 1960s but following the civil aviation 
research and development policy study of March 1971, NASA - 
expanded its efforts,substantially. 

NASA's total funding from fiscal year 1971 through 1979 
for its present STOL technology development program is esti- 
mated to be $203.4 million. As of April 30, 1976, a total of 
$146.3 million has been obligated. NASA officials anticipate 
that a number of its research efforts will continue through 
1983-84. NASA could not supply cost data for the 1980 to 1984 
time frame because its plans were'not yet defined due in part 
to the opportunistic nature of the research work that will be 
performed, 

The actual and projected funding through fiscal war 
1979 is shown on the opposite page,-,and a brief discussion 
of each of the present activities comprising the STOL techno- 
logy program follows. The funding data ard description of 
the activities are based on information provided by NASA and 
has not-been independently verified by us. 

. . 
STOL AERODyNA?tICS--l&ARCH AND ' 
TECHNOLOGY (P&T)- PASE ACTfVIm 

&et -kh& past 20 years%his rbsearch activity has inves- 
:;ig&d and identified several promising approaches for provid- 

ing the-power&--lift tcguired.for jet STOL aircraft. Powered- 
lift concept8:u8c jet propulsioii3jjjGi air- flow to augment 
the wing aerodynamic ,lift. In -recent years -such research 
has concentrated on three powered-lift concepts (1) the jet 
augmentor wing internally blown system, (2) the externally 
blown under-the-wing system, and (3) the externally blown 
over-the-wing system (upper surface blowing). (See fig. 4.) 
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Powered-Lift Concepts 

EXTERNALRLOWN PLAP 
AUCMENTOR WIN6 

UPPER SURFACE ELOWINC 

Source : Civil Aviation Research and Development-Implement- 
ation Plan, March 1973, p. 42. 

Figure 4 * . 

In fiscal years 1975 and 1976, large&&ale low-speed 
wind tunnel and static tests will be essentially completed 
on the augmentor wing and over-the-wing blown concepts. 
Smaller-scale high-speed-wind tunnel and analytical studies 
were initiated to improve the cruise performance of transport 
configurations using such STOL devices. Contracted analytical 
and wind tunnel studies were also begun; aimed at reducing the 
noise of the over-the-wing blown concept. ' Although.no NASA --- _ 
aerodynamic studies are now directed at the-under-the-wing 
blown concept, initial studies are planned in fiscal year 
1976 to determine the potential of a hybrid system combining 
under-the-wing and over-the-wing blowing.‘ )L 

STOL SYSTEU STUDIES 

. The STOL system studies were performed to evaluate the 
environmental and economic viability of STOL aircraft and to 
identify the critical technology needs for developing high- . 0 
density short-haul air transportation systems. The reports 
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included estimates of demand and comparisons of alternative 
aircraft designs. The reports concluded that there was a 
need for perhaps hundreds of jet STOL aircraft, sized for 
about 150 passengers, primarily to relieve expected congest- 
ion at the major hub airports in the mid-1980s. Summary com- 
ments on these studies and others are stated in chapter 4. 

'The studies also identified critical technology needs 
that require additional research and development. These 
needs wekt? incorporated in the research and development act- 
ivities described below. 

I C-8 AUGMENTOR WING’RESBARCB AIRCRAFT 

The objective of this program was to provide proof-of- 
concept of the jet augmentor wing approach to powered-lift 
flight. A Buffalo C-8 was modified into-a-jet augmentor 
wing research-aircraft. -The-flight research program evaluated 
the augmentor wing aerodynamics, def insd takeoff and landing 
distances, climb out and descent capabilities, and safe 
operational boundaries and procedures for the aircraft. 

._ The. $&f-of-concept/ effort- was co-&ted in fiscal 
year lg.75 . ,Thiz -jet .auqmemtor wing te8earch aircraft is now 
being emplbyed in a-variity of STGL experiments under NASA’s 
flight cha?acteristics and operational.criteria and STGL 
operating experiments activities described below. *.:--3. . . . . . _. 

F. &i_ I PLIGET CFfARACTERIS'iICS .:;::, AND OPERATIORAL CRITERIA --: - -- .-- 
_ 

NASA’ and FAA are “participating .in a .long-term effort to 
d&eloR’~airworthinesr-eeIeification~standards for powered- 
lift STGL rransports. Work on developing tentative criteria 
has proceeded since the 1960s. Tentative criteria for low- 
speed @ekfotlpiince and’safety margins have been formulated 
frih ktudfes rising the NASA flight simulator for advanced air&afti E 1: ; _ ---_ :. ---.- -- _. 

In fiscal year 1976 the C-8 jet au&entor wing research 
-1 -aircraft will be used in ‘flight verification’ of these 

tentative stihda3ds.- 

FAA person!&1 have participated in the planning and 
monitoring of flight tests. FAA has contributed approximately 
$240,000 toward the cost of conducting tests on the NASA Ames 
Rerearch Center’s simulation facilities and has’otherwise 
shared in the joint NASA/FAA project costs in the amount of 
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$348,000. In addition, FAA has spent over $200,000 in other 
activities relating to STOL flight characteristics. 

Simulation and flight research using the C-8 jet augmen- 
tor wing aircraft to acquire data necessary to revise and 
extend current handling qualiries criteria for powered-lift 
STOL aircraft will be completed in fiscal year 1976. As the 
Air Force's MST and the NASA’s quiat short takeoff and land- 
ing research aircraft (QSRA) become available, they also will 
be used in handling qualities research. .(See p. 35). NASA ex- 
pects that this comprehensive data base OF handling qualities 
will facilitate a relatively risk-free design of a powered- 
lift STOL aircraft. 

STOL OPERATING EXPERIMENT8 --e-m 
The objective of thes e experiments is to develop avionic 

and maneuvering requirements for integrating STOL transports 
into a complex enroute and terminal control environment. The 
unique role of STOL aircraft is to take off and land from 
restricted sites, to follow steep descent and ascent flight. 
paths, and to perfotn tight turns or decelerating turns in 
limited airspace. This requires developing a.data base that ’ 
will define safe and efficient cwrating modes aqd guide the 
development of navigation guidance and control systemms. 

. - _y. .“._ *..a- .w- _.. --‘r -_ _ 
Simulation and flight experiments are being conducted 

using a flexible, integrated, digital avionics research 
system called STOLID. System flexibility. -permi.ts..exper,iments 
to be conducted at various levels of sophistication and 
complexity, which range from providing :-the pilot raw data for 

-manual flying to a capability for -fully automatic -mtineuvering 
and landing. -. -3: _ . . ~ -.; :-. I -. .._-- - I :; 1 7 + - .~ _ 

Successful automatic landings have &en &e %ith a 
STOLAND-equipped modif ied C-8A. 3uf f alo 6 employing the augmen- 
tor wing concept. A STGUUID system is also befng tested on .a 
DEN%6 Twin Otter aircraft, __ . --- ” <.: - r‘ . - . ._ -*.r _ _ , 

The STOL operating experimeks a& c&ed&d’&o be cram- 
pleted in 1977. A STOLAND system will then.be,plackd .bn NASA’s 
QSRA for further testing. A STOLANR system may also be 
installed on one of the ANST prototypes-- in -org+r,,fo .study 
operational aspects of automated STOL systems_ on a large 
powered-lift STCL aircraft, - .- i z c = . .- ;~,- 

-  .  - I  

FAA participation in the’ p&ram has- incrud&‘: &ro&ding 
(1) a Twin Otter research aircraft, (2) an estimated $235,000 
toward modification of the research aircraft, (3) an estimated 
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$400,000 to the Transportation Systems Center for visual 
flight rules (VFR) non-precision approach work, (4) a modular 
microwave instrument landing system (HODILS), (5) an estimated 
$485,000 to upgrade and maintain the UODIEd (which is also 
used in other FAA activities), (6) an estimated $100,000 to 
help pr’oduce STOLAHD, and (7) 1 or 2 man-years in helping 
NASA to initiate and design the flight experiments. 

@ QUIET EXPBRIilENkL i&OL (QUESTOL) 

The-‘objective of this program was to advance STOL tech- 
nology to a point-where industry could embark on its own com- 
mercial STDL projects. It was felt that this available tech- 
nology would encourage manufacturers to develop aircraft which 
could alleviate,congestion and noise at busy airports--the two 
top priority needs identified in the joint Department of’Trans- 
portation and-NASA civil aviation research bnd development 
policy study. ; - - ,_ 

To accomplish fts%$ectivej NASA planned to design, 
fabricate, and extensively test two.guiet experimental jet 
STOL research aircraf $. Costs were estimated at about $100 
million.- NASA released requests for .proposdls to design the 
aircraft in Augur+ l9?!.’ ---‘-- --. -_ .” ._ __ ._ 

_ - _ - . _ 
. . __* c , : : . .- 

Funds &ire :&&&d&d ‘q the Off ice ‘of Management and 
Budget in .Octobrtr: 1972,. :-ad- NASA canceled he 
January 1973. The stated explanation for” 1 he 

program in 
c&cellation 

vas that the QUlssroL program had a lower priority relative to 
other-NASAaetonautical act&pities and-that there were tinter- 
tainties i-u U+g the leed .for commirdial STQL aircraft in 
the 1980s..F~+-,~~.dlsG,thought that NASA could use the Air 
Forceas ADS? prototypes to develop and test STOL technology 
for comercfal applications. 

Following cancellation, remanen of the program were 
transfqtr~@ztoJUUJA% -Quiet Propulsive Lift Technolcgy (QPLT) 
program. -.,~e&jec,tive of this. program was to provide, by 
the 1989ra,th+techncltigy base required by- industry-for‘ the - 
successfuldg~elopmenf of aa-enoironmental>p szceptable, 
economiqal, safe, quiet,.new.ohort-haul civil air transport. 
Ad descrfbed below, it consists of two experimental activi- 
ties ~~v~loiq~~full~scale flight research using (1) the Air 
Force AHST..protqtypis and (2)‘l#ASAss low-cost replacement for 
the~QUBSTOL.~the.QSBA;'. 

NASA officials have stated that both the QSRA and the 
AIlST programs have benefited from the early design data 
developed in tbi QUl3STOL program. 
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QPLT-AMST EXPERIMENTS 

In February 1973, following the cancellation of the - 
QUESTOL program, the Air Force and NASA signed a memorandum 
of understanding which permits NASA to participate in the 
r:ir Force flight testing of the ABST prototypes on a 
noninterference basis. This means that any NASAzerinent 
that would affect cost, schedule, or perfo-rice of the Air 
Force program may not be allowed. Following completion of 
its flight test activities, the USAF would provide NASA 
with one or more prototypes, as mutually agreed, for a NASA- 
led flight test program. 

The first of the AMST prototypes; the 1IcDontiell Douglas 
YC-15, is being flight tested, and the other prototype, 
Boeing’s YC-14, is scheduled to commence flight tests in m3d- 
1976. The NASA experiments to be conducted on the prototypes 
have been developed for the Air .Force-Ped portion of the . 
testing, but are subject to the Air Force’s approval. 

NASA has installed instxume&atioh-on the SC-15 to 
measure noise and aerodynamic effects. The instrumentation 
will be activated during flight tests’-inr 3’1996;. - NASA 
instrumeatation will also be employed during YC-14 flight 
tests scheduled for fiscal years 1976 and 1999, NASA 
instruuentation has been employed since D&ember 1995 in 
propulsion static tc’sts on.the YC-14 nac$..e aud flap 
hardware. es.., -_ ; I 

It is anticipated that, following the AWL Force i!U¶ST 
evaluation phase, there will be a foll&-o& flight #est 
program wherein NASA will further expand the technology 
data base. _- ;. _. 
QPLT-QSRA 

NABA initiated design work ‘ok the’&A -1&‘1994.-as -a 
low-cost replacement for.‘the canceled OoasroEi pro$rk, -.’ 

: 

The QSRA, which employs an advanced.hybcld=~er-M~-~~g - 
i 

ax through-the-wing powered-lift concept, wifl 'pckmit 
! 
i 

pro.~.~lsive-lift research with emphasis :.od aoise reidaction, 
handling gualitfes, and terminal -area yoperatfoqk; -The WRA, . 
however, will~not provide the hfgbspccd data-that would 
have been provided by the QUPSYOL ptograml’ X&A ixpects to 
obtain the high-speed data during its flight teiking of 'the 
MST prototypes, - -__ 

2.: . .-- 
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The research aircraft will be a modification to a surplus 
C-8A Buffalo airframe and includes new wing and nacelles and 
four surplus jet engines for propulsion and lift augmentation. 
Plight tests to determine the research capability of the air- 
craft will begin in 1978 and be completed in 1980. After 
establishing research capability, a flight experiment program 
will be initiated. The amount of further modification and 
testing is dependent upon the baseline flight data. 

i QUIET CLEAN SEORT-BAUL EXPERIHENTAL 

I 
ENGINE {QCSEE) 

The objective of the QCSEE program is to consolidate and 
demonstrate by 1979 the technology needed for very quiet, 
clean, and efficient propulsion systems for powered-lift, 
short+aul .airc.qaft. ’ The program involves- the design, fabri- 
cation, and testing of two types of engines that can be used 
for powered-lift-applications-- over-the-wing to achieve upper . 
surface'blowing effects and under-the-wing for the external 
blown flap concept. Design of both engine versions will be 
completed in fiscal year 1976; fabrication and testing of 
some engine components have already begun. 

The environmental technology is concenkating on obtaining 
low exhaust pollutants and meeting the Civil Aviation Besearch 
and Development Implementation Plan noise goal of 95 effective 
perceived noise level, in decibels (EPMB) at 500 feet side 
line distances. Recent tests of.the QCSER combustor have indi- 
cate ihat difficulties may occur in meeting pollution emis- 
sion goals. A RASA official said that QCSEE should achieve 
its noise level goal, but only by a small margin. 

RASA expects the QCSEB engine to be available afte!: 1979 
for inserting and testing new technological developments, 

Rfforts of the aeronautical life sciences projects rela- 
king to STOL aitcraf-include concern for developing ride ___-. 
quality for STOL aircraft which is equal to CTOL aircraft 
and for assuring that the noise levels will be acceptable to 
affected conunities. 

In the area of ride quality, studies have indicated that 
the use of an onboard computer to both anticipate aircraft 
motion and make the necessary adjustments can prevent a rough 
ride. The computer system will be tested on a DHC-6 Twin 
Otter research aircraft in 1978. 
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The NASA simulate’ at Langley is being used to develop 
techniques designed to accurately measure passenger acce#- 
ability and define ride quality boundaries. Vibration and 
acceleration are being studied individually and in combi- 
nation. This research will be completed in approximately 3 
years. 

Research is’also being conducted to provide acceptable 
noise levels for passengers. This research will identify 
how noise is transmitted through the strl;cture of the ait- 
craft, how such noise can be controlled, and what the human 
response will be to the noise environwznt. This research 
is expected to be completed in 1980. 

I 

NASA also reports-that it has.improved its capability 
to*forecast the annoyance to communities caused by aircraft 
noise such as STOL which is predominantly found fl-the low 
frequency spectrum. Research has shown that’STOL noise is 
generally more annoying than CTOL noise for the same 
perceived noise level. 

I 

’ 

1 
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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION 
wAw1NG1oN. D.C. 205so 

APPENDIX IV 

June 10, 1976 

Hrr;;;;y Eschwege 

Resources and Economic Development 
Division 

U.S. General Accounting Office 
Washington. D. C. 20548 

Daar Mr. Eschuege: 

This is in response to the Geue?lal Accounting Office (GAD) draft 
report entitled *Federal STDL Programs--Status awl heeds." 

The report concludes that DOT and HASA‘should rcwiew their actftities 
in thfs area along with other agencies and that DQt should clapffy 
its position concernfug the long-range need for a STDt. system. 640 
also monaends that consideration be given to alternative systems, 
such as inter-city rail. 

The Departamt agrees that reassessment is needed, but belleves * 
that ft is adequately addressed in the normal R5D process and #at 
a special reassessnmnt is unnecessary. 

The Departmnt does not agree with the basic tom of the report 
believing that it confuses the relatfonship of a technology program 
with polfcy related to the implemtation of 3 specific operating 
capability. -Specific camants on individual items are contained 
In the euclosed reply, in ko copies. 

Sincerely, 

Enclosure 
(two copies) 
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SlJMMbRYOFD~~ OF TBAwsPoRTATIoN POSITION 

--._ 

We agreewiththebasic recomaendationfor areaseessmentof theFederal STOL 
program by both DOT and NASA. Cban@g couditious of the economy, resource 
availabUity, emirmmental concerns, etc., provide coathued impetus for 
reexamfaatiou. Such reexambatim is an integral part of the R&D process 
and is done regularly,. As~ecial remitwatthistirremaybe mmecemmry. 

We t&e exception to tha basic tone of the report which is plaehaeized by 
inappropriate&aractabati0nof the imveralagencie8'viem~ TIizr~~t 
confuses the relationsWp of a technology progrm with policy related to 
hplementationofanpecif~coperetbg capabflity. 

It~theWT’~~icvthtabrsic~~taamdfor sBorttakrmff andlamlitg 
(STOL) tratmportsmstexbt 2nordertompport~lemaatationofasystea. 
since ccoaoaicoia6ilityofthzs generic transport ad~bnotyetba~ 
established, l damanddoea notnovexistuithinthe ptivata 8ector. Oa the 
otherhad. grouud congestionerpected tadevelopover thenest decada,in 
seocrollocaffone,could~tothcdevalo~tofa~t,p~d~~t 
the airliuu ue cmfiamt that 811 approprfate a%rcraft will Be mf8ildle 
to operate. 

The~d~not~ticipatetheiarardrrtiolrof !ZOL a%araftlnto thea& 
trausportatfou rptgbdorc 1985-1990 and seesno ~tenaedtopbsk 
form& implsaautati. Eamu;the DOT ooucur8 ufth trm tird2a068 ad 
thepaceofthelUSASTOLtecbuologyprogwm. fttakesabout?tol~yeu8, 
fr.OP~~8giPerrt~ln~~~le,to~~~t~~8tiarsl 
intductiQnof zta application. me schaalad ruaineu of l!JA!lA'# SmL 
oehiclet~logy~the~1y1980'8 is iTlconsonaucauithmrspeeition 
vis-8-visaSmLsystem 41-tion. 

f-. 
i 

1 
i : 

i ’ 
i . 
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The report aagguta cl8rifying and unifying de poeitione of tba various 
agenciu on SlUL. STOL fa today only one tr8aaport8tion altermtfve being 
fnvutfgetedtoprovfdaoptfona fortbelongerreagefuture. Agreement exists 
0verthenedforRbD. -* ---hing w ementovertbetfmfngaud 
extent of implemmtetion 2s pDr8 difficult. Tim future Se uacerteb. A 
comitmnt >u for or &@nat 8 apecfffc technology, wblcb baa not yet matured 
toaarketebi3Z~smuldbepramture. . _ 

(See GAO note, p. 49;) 
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NASA’S !mI# techaoloep 8hodd help estahluh thll8 wchologiul base. 
Etmever, me are ftutbr abe& fp acceptfng ssha &craft into ffie A!E 
eyetem than the afrcraft %a kr &ecodng I qdet. fuel-efficient, 8nd 
econdcal transport. 

(See GAO note, p. 49.) 

Page iii. f-t varagrti and C&mater II &mm8 8-U): Tht cited 6cctiom 
coavey the theme that, %incc 1974, each 8ector We., FAA, NASA, et al) has 

(See GAO note, p. 49.) 

--- 
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On ~(ucc 12. _ change the third pararwh to be cowf8twt ufth tht 8a6e. 
paragraphanpageii. we recm Teartrips to the ro8t recent l 8twant 
of pol%cy, septditr 1975. 

(See GAO note.) 

._ L Awittwt siemeuy 
for SgdmOekl~twd Tedmolog~ 

T - .' : -.. 

GAO note: Portions of this letter havdr-beek deleted because 
they are nu longer relevant to the matters discussed 

. ‘in this report.- I 

-- - -- -. 
_. 

. 
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~lionalAenxraubicsand 
Space Administration 

iWashington, D.C. 
20546 

w 

Mr. R. w. Gutmann 
Director, Procurement and 

Systems Acquisition Division 
U.S. Genf;ral Accounting Office 
WashingCon, DC 20548 

APPENDIX V 

Dear Mr. Gutmann: 

Thank you for the opportunity to hwi@w your proposed 
report to the Congress on mFederalSToLPmgrams-Status 
and Needs', which was forwarded wi%h your letter of 
April 28, 1976. NASA*6 detailed armmenta, keyed to the 
related page and paragraph of draft report, am enclosed. 

At a meeting he&d on June 14, 1976, to discuss the draft 
report with members of your staff,'we were asked to provide 
an update of previously supplied cumulatim& obligations 
expendedontheWASAhT0Lprograms. The wsted boor- 
mation is as follows: -. --- ._ _. 

, 
The estimated cumulative obligatiam expended for 
the NABA STOL program from F'Yl971 'z2rmgh April 30, - 
1976, is: 

(8x1 
&search and Develoramnt (R&D) 
Research and [Program ManagementJ 

$109,572 

-_ Y- 
Ifwe canbcof fmthara8mis~~pleanele~m~. , 

Assistant Admiini 
DODaadInteragen 

t : 

I i t 
I I 
I 
i 
1 

i i 

\ Enclosure . 
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COmEtiTS RELATED To TEE 
GAuDRAFTREPORT 

. . 
TITLED 

FEDERALSTOLPRCGRAMS - STATUSANDNEEDS 

DEFARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS ADD SPACE ADMINISTRATION 

DEFARTMEZTOF DEFENSE 

Beginning in July 1975, NASA, at the request of the GAO, 
. provided historical information and detailed program data 

on its short takeoff and landing (STOL) technology effort 
in support of this GAO study. The draft report present3 
this infomation, as it relates to NASA, in a generally 
aCCUat% and teasone -~iy COtUpl8t8 manner in Chapter II, 
Chapter III and Appendix I. We believe the report should 
present in similar detail the related activrties of the 
othsr Fedemd. agenciw surveyed (DOD, DOT and FAA) and the 
programed total investm8nts of pr!.vate industry in the 
AWT prototype program. We alsO.beliaV8 that the draft report 
emphasizes the scale and Face of DA%'s program in reldtlon 
to the other Federal and private programs and does not 
adequately present the total Federal/industry involvement 
in thi3 area. 

221~ draft report addresses only the U.S. military and U.S. . 
dmestic civil needs for jat STCL aircraft and does not 
recognize the significant and substantial foreign sales 
potential of the AMSk and its civil cargo ad/Or passenger 
derivativ8s, estimated to be $8 to 12 billion including 
approxiMt8ly 600 t0 750 military traIMpOrts for fOr8igII 
countries, -Itshouldbenot%d, in this wgard, thatF+ 

- c%rtifization.would be required for an NWE civil deriva- 
tive developed for tlm e%port market. Consequently, the 
pacing rsquiremant for th8 information on STOL airworthi- 
ness cer&ification criteria being developed ia tho 
colfabaratiti NASA/FAA program 8ffort may be foreign sales 
of AMST civil derivatives. In addition to the direct 
bdaZXe=Of-payments benefits to the nation, th8se export 
sales would reduce the cost of the production AMST'a 
purcbxsed by the KS* military and would maintain the high 
technology 0-S. 18adership image in these foreign muntries, 

Si 
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. . . 
ma basically agrees with the intent of the reconmenda- 
tion in the dxzft report calling for a reassessment of the 
Federal agencies' research, development. and demonstration 
activitiw related to STOL systems and Q-orbhaul tram- 
portation. However, we strongly believe that such a 
reassessment should not be made solely by consii?sring 
potential futuze domestic passenqer transportation, but 
must also consider the relationship, impact and timeliness 
of NASA's research program t6 the MST deVebpE!nt: to . 
sales & AMST civil cargo and/or passenger derivaties to 
foreign countries: and to quiet U.S. civil cargo operations. 
The mc- draft report does not recognize this broader con- 
text of zhe applicability of H?UA's technology effort, nor 
does it recognize the lead time needed to bring technology 
to a sufficient level for the development and implementa- 
tion of an operational,econmaically viable,vehicle system. 
Cuxrently, the m does uok foresee the introduction of a 
ST0L passenger aircraft into the U.S. air transportation 
system before the 19851990 time period and, accordingly, 
sees no imediate need to plan fur such irqplementation. 
.This position is totally consistent with the s&edule of 
NASA's research program. Ourprograra, whichis aimed at 
technology readiness by the early 1980's, re-ognizes that 
it wfll take about 7 to 10 years from technology avail- 
ability to the the when operational in@ementation can 
be achieved. It is **ant to'nots that &et S3OL 
aircraft and operating technology iu the most time- 
critical element for potential domestic cargo and/or 
passenger operations and that, on this basis, 'the schedule 
of NASA's program is in conmnance with DOT's position. 

Lisa disagrees withthe statements and implications * 
in the draft report that each agency is going its 8eparate 
way, and belbves it i8 extremely misleading to imply that 
the %A’8 Quiet Short-EIaul Air Trarmportation System [QsiTs) 
officewMtheonlyladmism 
n;Ation. 

for Federal program coordi- 
Ia fact, excmlhnt~mordiaationby the Federal 

wamcim imhed kr SToL program8 axiated wau. bt3f0m the 
eatab1ishmen.t of the QsATs office and has CW*& s+ 
its dissolution. Thr, remare! tdmol0gy ara-dhftsl0pb8e 
2ffOrt8 are coordinatedand revhwkd t);rouehi-ti&rae 
of-mm, incfudfragtImDODAW3ibAero~utics.~d 
~tr-tic8coordiaieionBoudOac0) titbmsA~2a 
CoordinatingCamdt* 
=nti=iw amessment 

A specific wcaluple of HASA's 
and coordimti0n of it8 ~98em& and 

+echnologY PrOgramS is the activilq? related to current 
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budget phming. -' In-house teams have been established to 
identify and develop candidate programs required to sup- 
port major new technology thrusts addressing significant 
national needs. The Short Haul - R,'STOL team has con- 
sidered and reviewed current Federal programs, agency . 
positions and national policies in the process of 
establishing additional technology needs to be addressed 
in the future. The rationale, basic underlying approach, 
technology application scenario and candidate new programs 
were'recently reviewed and endorsed by a Research and 
Technology Advisory Council Subpanel with representatives 
from the%'T, FAA, DOD and the airframe, engine and air- 
line industrie. . 

In suumary, NX3A believes that its STOL technology program 
is properly scai&, paced and in consonance with DOT/FAA 
and DOD pas! tions and programs. The rationale for the 
NASA program considers more factors than are addressed in 
the GAO draft report and NASA's effort is well coordinated 
with other Federal agencies. It is r ecommendcd that the 
GAO reassess the theme and detailed conterrt of i:s draft 
report in light of these facts. 

D&ailed cmments on the draft report, keyed to page nmber 
and paragraph, are as follows: 

(See GAO note, p. 55.) 

Paue ii, Last Paracrduh:- NASA does not agree that the 
development of jet STOLtransporttechnology, particulary 
for quiet and efficient operations, is ahead of other 
system components. We do believe that the technological 
base for the develalmmnt of an enviromnentally acceptable, 
coawxially viable STOL aircraft is the moat time-critical 
element f-r *ssiblta STOL operational iaplementation, and 

--we agxeewith the ~thatthetechnology for-accepUibg a --- - 

STOL aircraft into the AIPC systeais further aheadthan 
the technology for the development of the aircraft, 

Paae iii, First Parauraph: The stat-t that 'each of 
Several agencies is pursuing its own programs based on 
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its own perception cf present and future needs" is mis- 
leading and a misrepresentation of what, in fact, are 
well-coordinated activzties. Actually, each agency is 
pursuing its program as part of a family of related 
activities in the context of its chartered responsibilities, 
and is continuing its liaison ar,d coordination with other 
agencies. 

The list of sumey participants in our recently published 
gutlook for Aeronautics 1980-2000 Study illustrates the 
extent to which NASA solicits the views of industry, 
university ,nd government leaders in formulating an overall 
perception of the future. 

I 

(See GAO note, p. 55.1 

Paae 7. La8t ParauraDh: The statement on “a divergence of 
opinion about short-haul transportation* is erroneous az1 
do438 not reflect current views. For example, Transportation 
Secretary William T. Wia3, Jr., in his April 7, 1976 
testhoay bafore the Senate Aviation Subcamittee of the 
Senate Camittee on Caanerce rtid, "Every ffgum I have 
ever seen iadicabo the aoit hficient way to moire peopie 
by public tr*rporfation between cities there g&3 distance 
exceeds 300 miies is by air. ” 

_ 

(See GAO note, p. 55.1 
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Chapter vf. Conclusions and Rusxmendations: our previous 
general comments and speczfic detailed comuents on the &tit 
report's Digest also &pply to this chapter. 

. 

/TyJg&g- . 
Dr. .?hn &velace- 
Aasoc.i2te Adminiistr8tor Zor 
Aeronautics and spats !hchnozogy 

S’JUL DfZ 

Date 

GAO note: Portion8 of this -letter have been deleted be:ause 
they are no longer relewant. to the matters dis- 
cussed .$Il -this report. 

-  I  
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND IUDGiX 

WMNINGTON. 0-C. 2OSO3 

Mr. Victor L. Lowe 
Director, General Government Division 
United States Yeneral Accounting Office 
Washington, D. 2:. 20548 

Dear Mr. Lowe: 

The Director has asked me to respond to your letter of 
April 29, 1976, requesting O&ID's review and comment on 
the GAO proposed report to Congress on "Federal STOL 

i 

i 
j 
: . I 

Programs - Status and Needs.” , 

ONB does not agree with the report's position (Chapter- 
III) thatNASA,USAF+,FAAandDOTareeachpursuing 
their owu short-haul transportation-program-with little 
regard to the activities of other agenclm. We note, 
however, that these agencies are also being given the 
opportuuity to comment on the report and we will there- 
fore not provide a leugthy discussion of the many 
mechanisms, bothpastand curraut,which seekto ensure 
effective coordination of transportation programs. 

Our broader concerns center around the specific conclusions 
and recoamendations contained in Chapter VX of then report. 
We recognize and agree with the GAO concern that NASA's 
research and development programs on STOL require a careful 
assessmentof thetechnology'spoteatial implementation in 
the nationaltraasportation system, At the same time,we 
donotbelieve thatthedeveloprentof advanqd technology 
should drive a premature Federal aitaeat Oa dwelop and 
implemeatthe total ground andair STOLsystmbefore staf- 
ficient information is available to asaeso the potential 
of- suchtechnology. Cleazlyiti!-import8utto8eekaIl-- 
appropriate balancing betmen thme 8omewhat conflicting 
objectives. At this the the environmental impnet un- 
ertaintier andtechnologicalrirksof theSTOLprogrBpD 

&e nignificaat. While all involved agencbs are hopeful 
+ha+sig~icanttechnological~~ceauill~8oltfroo 
theNASAandAir Force STOLprograas, itwouldkumise 
to make a premature Federal umaitment to develop a total 
STOL transportation system. 
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It is generally recognized by the aircraft manufacturers 
and the airlines that the economic risks of implementing 
a short-haul air transportation system with new aircraft 
+-e substantial. Certainly the Federal Government should 
take note of the fat' that prudent businemmen have cozious 
doubts as to the ccc A.c viability of a new short-haul 
STOL aircraft incorporating current technology. It would 
appear to be quite useful to more fully explore the sharacter- 
istics of these economic risks in this report. 

We believe that the national long-term transportation 
objectives should be clearly stated and coordinated 
among appropriate agencies. However, we would also 
support the viewpoint that these objectives r--et be 
responsive to the dynamics of the market place. 

The Office of Management and Budget will continue .to 
reassess each agency's research, development, aad 
demonstration activities for improving short-haul 
trausportation. Furthermore, OWB will continue to 
encourage interagency coordination of transportation 
programs to ensure that such programs are productive 
and that limited resources are wisely alloca&d. 

m you for the opportunity to review aad comment on 
this report. 

Sincerely, , 

Bconomics +d Government 
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DIRECTOR 3F DEFENSE RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING 
WASNINGTCN. 0 C. 20301 

‘I JUL I976 

,Mr. R. W. Gutmann 
Director, Procurement and 

Systems Acquisition Division 
U. S. General Accounting Office 
441 G Street N. W. - Room 6915 
Washingtcn, C. C. 20548 

The draft repor: &ted April 28, 1976, ‘Federal STOL Programs - 
Status and Needlr ’ (OSD Case #434g) has been reviewed and the 
folzawing comments are forwarded. 

The report makes three recommendations which are repeated for 
reference in Enclosure of this letter. I have no disagreement with 
the reco~endations of the draft report insofar as they pertain to 
the Department of Defense. 

, 

The Department of Defense must look at STOL usage from a military 
reqoirements point of view. The DoD STOL programt the Advanced 
Medium STOL Transport @MST), is a prototype program initiated 
by the Air Force and designed to: 

(I) demonstrate by flight test the application of new 
technology which, with minimaladditionalengineering 
development; could provide a medium sited turbo fan 
STOL transport. 

-- -_ (2) provide, a low cost development option fbr modera- 
izing the tactical airlift force with an aircrait of improved 
utility snd productivity. 

(3) obtain visibility on costs and operational factore 
associated with short field airlift performance. 
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(4) define STOL operation8l rulea, safety rules, and 
related design criteria. 

(5) define -gins and airframe ch8r8cteriatica which 
could aubat8x&ially reduce maintenance requirements. 

_ _. 
The Air Force established 8 close working relationship with the 
NationalAeronautics 8ndSppaceAdminiatration (NASA)earlyinthe 
AMST program. A NASA representdive was assigned to the Pro- 
totype Program Office 8nd NASA data requirements have continually 
been incorpor8tcdintheAir Force fLightteatprOgr8m. NASA 

. - personnel are deeplyinvolvedtith current YC-15 vehicletesting 8t 
Edwards AFB and additional testing will be accomplished on the 
YC-14 8s th8t aircrlft proceeds into flight testing later this year. 

The Air Force m program will 8SSiSt in identifying 8irfr8me 
costs araociated with STOL operations. Although the AMST is de- 
signed to nieetmilitwy requirements the aircraft design couldbe 
converted for civil use if a commercial need arises for an a&x?& 
OfitS char8ChddiCS. 

To date, no commitment has betn made within the DoD to continue 
the AMST program beyond praeotype demonstration of tho flight 
teetvehicls. A decisionto proceedwith further developmentwill 
bebraed upon 8thQroUgh 8ndysia offbgh9tSSt reaudta ev4u8ted 
inconjuncti~with a positive military requirement. 

Enclosure 
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(1) DOT should clarify its position concerning the poasible long 
range need for a STOL (short takeoff and landing) sy8tem in accord- 
ance with its emerging policy poeition regarding long term trans- 
portation needs, constraints and investments. 

(2) .NASA ehonfd reassess the. scale. and pace of its research 
directly supporting the devehpmsat of a STOL system with tha pur- 
pose of bringing it more in line with the emerging DOT position. 

(3) The Office of Management and Budget and the appropriate 
committees of the Congress should reassess tbe Federal Agencies* 
research, development and demonstration activities for improving 
short haul transportation. Consideration should be given to: 

-- The long term potential of propored plan8 to improve 
intercity rapid rail passenger service on airport conge8tion 
and short haul air transportation requirements; 

-- The relative cost and benefit8 of daveloping ahort- 
haul intercity air services using existing airports and aircraft 
technology as an alternate to a STOL system; 

-- The investments needed to a88urc that FM’s proposed 
increases in air traffic capacities will be balanced by increaae8 
in ground capacities; 

-- The possible timing and amount8 of Federal re8ource8 
that would be needed to develop and implement a STOL 8y8torn. 
which in addition to aircraft technology, air traffic control 
systems and airport development, may include Feder8.l partici- 
pation in the development of production aircraft, market demon- 
atrationr and ground feeder 8y8tems; 

-- The pacing of NASA’8 development of jet STOL tran8- 

port technology an compared with development of other 8y8texn -- -_ 
componenta, aii#ort8, roub8, air traffic contrd and ground - 
&e&r systems; 

-- The extent to which NASA’8 pre8ent and future STOL 
activities could be deferred, redirected or paced to coincide 
better with the Department of Transportatktn concept8 of long- 
term transportation objtctive8. 

i 
i - 

f 
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DIRECTOR, DEFENSE RESEARCE 
AND ENGINEERING: 

Dr. Halcolm R. Curr ie 
Dr. John S. Foster, Jr. -_ -- 

DEPARTMENT OF TBE --w 

SECRETARY OF TEE AIR FORCE: 
Thomas C. Reed 
Vacant 
Dr. John L, &Lucas 
Dr. Robert C. Seamans, Jr. 

June 1973 Present 
Oct. 1965 June 1973 

AIR FORCE 
- 

Jan. 1976 Present 
Nov. 1975 Dec. 1975 
July 1973 Nov. 1975 
Feb. 1969 May 1973 

PRINCIPAL OFFICIALS -s---e 

RFSPONSIBLE FOR ADMINISTERING ACTIVITIES 

DISCUSSED IN THIS REPORT --a- 
Tenure of Office 
From To 

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 

SECRETARY OF TRWSPORTATION: 
rfilliam T. Coleman, Jr. Mar. 1975 Present 
John '11. Barnum (acting) Feb. 1975 Mar. 1975 
Claude S. Brinegar Feb. 1973 Fob. 1975 
John A. Volpe Jan. 1969 Feb. 1973 

FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION 

ADMINISTRATOR: 
John L. &Lucas 
James E. Dow (acting) 
Alexander-P. Butterfield 
John E. Shaffer 

Nov. 1975 Present 
Apr. 1975 Nov. 1975 
Mar. 1973 Mar. 1975 
Mar. 1969 Har. 1973 

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE: 
Donald 8. Rumsfeld 
James R. Schleshinger 
vacant 
Elliott L. Richardson 
Relvin R, Laird 

Nob. 1975 Present 
July 1973 Nov. 1975 
May 1973 June 1973 
Jan. 1973 Hay 1973 -' 

:. 

Jan. 1969 Jan. 1973 
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APPENDIX VIII 

-. 

APPENDIX VIII 

Tenure of Office 
ProIll ------- -30 -- - 

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND ---- ---- 

SPACE ADMINISTRATION 

ADMINISTRATOR: 
James C. Fletcher Apr. 1971 Present 
George M. Low (acting) Sept. 1970 Apr. 1971 
Thomas 0. Paine Oct. 1968 Sept. 1970 

ASSOCIATE ADHINISTRATOR FOR --'--pi... 
AERONAUTICS AND SPACE TECHNOLOGY: 

Robert E. Smylie (acting) July 19'6 Present 
Alan M. Lovelace Sept. 1974 June 1976 
Bruce K. Holloway (acting) - Xar. 1974 Aug. 1974 
Edwin C. Kilgote (acting) Nov. 1973 Mar. 1974 
Roy P, Jackson Jan; 1972 Oct. 1973 

ASSOCIATE ADUNISTRATOR FOR 
ADVANCED RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY 
(note a): 

Roy P. Jackson Nov. 1970 Jan. 1972 

s/Office of Aeronautics and Space Technology superseded Office 
of Advanced Research and Technology effective Jan. 14, 1972. 

. 
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